25TH ANNUAL
TEEN TOWN HALL
NOVEMBER 8, 2019 | AMPHITHEATER HIGH SCHOOL
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This report out serves as documentation for the 25th Annual Teen Town Hall. This
event is made possible by the Metropolitan Education Commission’s (MEC)
Youth Advisory Council/Tucson Teen Congress, and sponsored by the City of
Tucson and Pima County, which attracts students from across Tucson and Pima
County. The event creates the opportunity for students to voice concerns directly
with their community leaders, including superintendents, law enforcement
representatives, elected officials and more. The Center for Community Dialogue
& Training conducted 36 Dialogue Circles. Each Dialogue Circle focused one of 13
specific topics of interest chosen by the Youth Advisory Council.
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES INFORMATION

Led by the Center for Community Dialogue & Training, skilled community
volunteers facilitated 36 dialogue Circles around the gym of Amphitheater High
School. Using a talking piece, youth participants spoke one by one in a safe,
respectful format that encouraged thoughtful exploration of experiences and
values. Circle participants engaged in conversation with four circle questions, a
report out & two activities.

Each group identified the following:
Primary Issues
Suggested Solutions
Top Issue
Top Solution
"I Will" Statements

What is the primary issue from your perspective?
What is one solution you feel will address this issue?
Participants were then asked to choose their top issue & their top solution for
report outs.
Participants were then asked to participate in "I Will" & "We Will" Activities. Youth
got to keep their "I Will" Statements & Adult "I Will" Statements were collected as
part of the documentation method.

Note: Responses collected and documented in each category are in no particular order.
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Responses from questions 3 & 4 from the Dialogue Circles were scribed and
documented.
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES TOPIC MAP
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 1: CAREER READINESS
Primary Issues

Schools don’t have enough opportunities to
learn about it
Not enough counselors in school
Students aren’t ready – hard to transition
from school to real world

Suggested Solutions

Self-esteem: mental health challenges,
broken homes, poor decisions, lack of
confidence

Need a class about finance; need a
“Life” class

Classes don’t prepare students to know
what they want to do

Better preparation as a family
member

Focus is on “passing class” rather than
helping

Make it mandatory: to graduate,
must take a financial class

Don’t teach budgeting in high school; more
finances

More life skills classes, including
driver’s ed

Teachers not connected to the students;
time is an issue for teachers

More academics at school

High school doesn’t teach how to live on
own

Opportunity to go to job you want to
do and see if you want to do it
Class on how to manage stress

I Will Statements

Students aren’t ready for the real world
because the focus is on passing
classes rather than getting prepared.

Advocate for resources for students
Speak up to the leaders in our
community
Raise awareness of how teens need
more opportunities

Top Solution
A mandatory life skills class that
includes finances, stress, parenting,
driver’s ed, taxes, health care, insurance,
grocery shopping, etc., and a career
center to assist students in being
prepared and knowing options.

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Create more career fairs throughout
the year
Encourage one another to be
successful and use your gift and skills
Help each other
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Top Issue
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 2: CAREER READINESS
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

Employers are looking for skilled
workers;
attracts businesses to Tucson

Life skills courses, emphasis on trades,
awareness of options/opportunities
available to youth; need opportunities
to survey options in school

Need for teaching leadership and
team playing
Need for “core survivability” skills, trade
training
"Soft skills” like communication can be
just as important as tech skills
garnered from experiential learning
Life skills like taxes and making
appointments, banking, etc.
Important to learn all sides of a
business
Easy for adults to overlook the building
blocks to skills

Limited options at some schools (clubs,
courses); make more available; more
extracurriculars
Can’t expect families to educate about
life skills; time sometimes limited
Learning by experience as students
grow and gain responsibilities; clubs,
sports, help students discover skills and
passions; this should start earlier
Community discussions/education
(like this) is necessary

I Will Statements

We need more life skills classes to
teach us day-to-day survivability.

Top Solution
Throughout high-school, age
appropriate life skills classes need to be
taught

I will help develop a life-skills curriculum
I will advocate for youth to take these
classes
I will help schools with ideas that
everyone can get
I will teach my younger family members
on how to become a well, responsible,
reliable, and respectful human being
I will teach younger children any life
skills I already know
I will work to engage stakeholders at my
school and infuse life skills curriculum
I will continue to push schools to teach
skills like diverse education home EC
and Banking

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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Top Issue

Participation in community groups;
need to promote organizations that can
connect students to their passions
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 3: CAREER READINESS
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

There should be more spotlight on kids
that don’t have the correct media to
express themselves

Offering classes not just at school, but
other places

Missing the key value of what to do once
we walk out the door
Teachers need to push their students out
of their comfort zone
Teachers are more focused on students
getting ready for college instead of real
life world things
Required to be taught certain things that
aren’t very necessary

Changing classes to handle real life
situations
Getting to know your students
Giving opportunities to look at future life
choices
Being more involved and being in clubs
and teachers giving access to things we
can do in life
Teachers should get to know more
background on all students

Top Issue

Top Solution

Lack of lifetime preparedness
(not a want; it’s a need)

It’s time to align the schools to
the students’ needs, not the
State’s wants

I Will Statements
-Our Voice is Heard-

Teachers
Guardians
Adults
Admin
Legislators
Real-life skills
Get to know students
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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NEEDS
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 4: CAREER READINESS
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

Don’t talk about it enough

More counselors, more people to talk to

Online survey; no one to talk with; don’t know
where to start
Only two counselors – no time or not
enough
Personal worry, unsure of how good to be or
where to go
Not enough resources–not sure where to go
Pressure–always asked “what are you doing,”
anxiety, self-start, not all things are once,
hard to meet expectations, try to
do everything, trying to be things, what
people expect, mental health

College: people to come in to talk about
how to be ready
It’s okay not to know what’s next
Focus on healthy ways to make
decisions – look at full picture, where will
you be best, small things are okay
Visioning in high school
Focus on helping students with what’s
next – and that may not be college

Hard to meet expectations – will be first in
family–hard to answer questions about
what’s next–focusing on now
Focused on what’s next–which college; then
in college–what career
Doing what you need to do, not “need more
of this”

Top Issue
Pressure: to figure things out; anxiety
that comes from dealing with pressure,
norm of thinking about what’s next

Top Solution
A class for career readiness; teachers
and counselors available; community
“You need a compass, not a map”

Not succumb to pressures of the future
and instead overcome anxieties
through asking for help
Suggest effective ways to meet the
needs of students who are searching
for success
I will find sources and get help where I
can about the career I want to pursue
I will work hard to better my knowledge
in colleges and career reediness
Try to find other resources in order to
help with my “not knowing” and
“pressure” of the colleges

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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I Will Statements
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 5: CIVIL RIGHTS (Page 1 of 2)
Rights not being protected by the
government; find ways to cheat out; don’t
follow the constitution
Minority rights: not the same amount of
due
process; not being protected or treated
right; people don’t see minorities as having
an opinion
Immigration: people are refused, and all
they
want to do is live a better life; no one is
technically from here
We need to have a better immigration
system
Social level: stereotyping, treatment of
minorities, bias in the criminal justice
system
LGBTQ rights: the law discriminates; we
should
not care about gender, ethnicity, and other
things
Gender rights: women’s rights; a Supreme
Court judge hurt women and no one
believed them

Suggested Solutions
Be involved: everyone needs to be involved;
we have that power
Voting: we live in a democracy
Providing voting information to youth; we
have less time; we need to form our own
opinions; add to education; it’s hard to
know what people stand for
Information on ballots: adding their policies;
people aren’t educated on that

Primary Issues
It’s a human system – people have
biases which can be corrupted
The Constitution should protect
everyone’s rights, regardless; people
aren’t following the constitution; we
should educate
ourselves
Understanding because we are the next
generation; it’s our future; starts locally
Voting for people who will fight for our
rights
Voters now are older and have
predisposed biases
There is a lot of propaganda out there;
exaggerated facts; government bias –
negative opinions formed unintentionally
Politics has become a game: how much
can I
attack my opponent; people are talking
less about their policies and more about
their opponent’s character
Difficulty with information gathering; the
internet; TV is biased

Suggested Solutions
Better immigration: we shouldn’t ban
people based on nationality
Politicians who break the law need to be
held accountable
Immigration process should not take so
long; unethical to ban a whole country;
our president is a business man, going
about it wrong

No point just arguing about the past; moving
on; making our country better

Population growth in cities

Campaigning with integrity – people are
convinced by other’s pasts; holding people
accountable

Stop banning certain countries due to
views and stereotypes; allow people to
stay and work

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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Primary Issues
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 5: CIVIL RIGHTS (Page 2 of 2)
Top Issue
Voting for people who fight for our rights

Top Solution
Being involved in voting, being informed;
called human rights, needs to be without
bias; being informed and engaged so we
can vote for people who fight for our
human rights.

I Will Statements
We will… Be involved and take action
Be critically involved to provide everyone a voice
Be involved and educate with everyday issues
Do research on who I am voting for and vote for someone who listens and addresses
problems
I won’t allow others to make decisions for me and I will get involved and make my
own opinions
Send more letters to officials to help inform
them of issues
Be informed and involved in local elections.
Treat everyone with respect and see civil issues from all perspectives
Be an active member of our community and become a better person by fulfilling my
civic duty.

Teen Town Hall | November 8, 2019

Be engaged and inform myself about local
elections and open conversations about these issues.

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

How people are treated differently

Challenge party line ideas more

Religious or racial disparities

Be less judgmental

Everyone should have the same rights

Give people opportunity to change

Restrictive laws
Barriers for non-citizens
Lack of women’s rights
Unfair treatment based on
appearance only
Gun regulation
Youth rights – having a voice

Education (2x)
More power to youth voice to participate in
system
Be more open minded to other's views
(radical/communist) and their opinions
Education to help break age gap/barrier
between youth and older age

Party influence on others

More programs where youth voice can be
heard/considered

Lack of actual listening

Voting – can’t participate under 18

Youth have no input on policies

Include youth input on policies

Top Issue

I Will Statements

Lack of equity in the system that
creates barriers for equal opportunities
for all, no matter who the person is

Voice for equality, and equality in all
marginalized groups

Top Solution
Utilize education to bridge the gaps
and create a space of belonging to
allow for equal opportunity, and
promote the right to well-being for all.

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Educate and accept those in our
community
Eliminate judgement between peoples
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TABLE 6: CIVIL RIGHTS
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 7: CIVIL RIGHTS (Page 1 of 2)
Primary Issues

Primary Issues

Operation streamline; multiple convictions
at once; confusion during sentencing;
being told to confess guilty

Lack of respect; need increased
humanity between people and those in
power

Youth does not understand the
consequences of not voting or getting
involved in community; don’t hear about it
enough and don’t take action

Lack of participation in civic operations
by people of color and youth

Immigration and equity: telling children
their rights; often confusion and
misunderstanding of situation
Lack of transparency and (forced)
separation of children from parents; no
system for reunification; multiple traumas
Lack of diversity in civic engagement

Students having to care for families and
not being able to provide them
necessary resources
Immigrant struggle and people of color,
on top of inequities ingrained in U.S.
systems
Inequity in education, economic, jobs,
LGBTQ+, and women

Suggested Solutions

Suggested Solutions

Peer-to-peer: spreading awareness among
peer groups; workshops

Undocumented students support group:
access to superintendent; support each
other in applying to scholarships; connect
to students in other high schools in similar
situations

Reach out to people with different opinions
and have a conversation to understand each
other; love and respect;
middle ground
Increase exposure/awareness of operation
streamline; increase participation
in community to see what is happening
Difficult to see solution once is becomes a
strong, ingrained process; watch with
compassion; show compassion; provide
opportunity to see it
Vote for different
judges; law has to step back to fairness
Increase voting
Workshops and events for the masses
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

DACA and immigration students:
increase opportunities to connect to other
students for support; increase awareness
of history of immigrant/refugee
populations and
current experience and why
Young people have increased sense of
right and wrong
Decrease technology
(utilizing social media); increase faceto-face conversations
More involvement among youth; vocal for
change to people of power
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Equity: courts = law + equity; strict
enforcement of law while forgetting what
is fair

Undocumented students with unequal
access to collegiate/education
opportunities and resources
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 7: CIVIL RIGHTS (Page 2 of 2)
Top Issue
Inequity, for undocumented peoples
especially

Top Solution
Purposeful, sustained engagement in
addressing this issue by youth and young
people with collaboration

I Will Statements
Educate myself in situations of undocumented populations and talk about it with
others
Challenge students to become more aware, engaged, and vocal in our society
Spread awareness on important issues and motivate my peers to engage
Talk to my fellow students to decrease inequity and work towards hosting workshops
to further the discussion
Have more compassion towards people in different situations that I have personally
experienced; I will think with my heart
Advocate for DACAmented and undocumented youth by creating safe spaces and
opportunities to encourage these students
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Reach out, connect, organize, and work with youth to engage addressing inequity
amongst undocumented people

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 8: COLLEGE ACCESS (Page 1 of 2)
Primary Issues

Money and affordability
Socio-economic status of student’s
family, and
what they can attribute to student:
making college access widely
availability for anyone, affordability
for students
Wealth, equal opportunity
Quality of education provided; money
for
affordability; funding for access

Financial status, not being from U.S.,
have to choose cheaper route, first
generation student so family doesn’t
have money
Unbalance of counselors to students;
students don’t have enough info, who to
talk to, because counselors can’t
regularly support motivation
Standardized test scores are high to
get into college; discouraging to
continually apply

Cost of college compared to
minimum wage; undergrad and high
school diploma

Lack of resources to educate students
and families of all socio-economic
status to access; afford college
education.

Suggested Solutions

Suggested Solutions

Education on applying for college and
scholarships

Reevaluate college’s statement of “meet
the needs of students,” because it isn’t
happening

Extra-curricular class for college access;
mandatory for seniors but available for
others – to start process
Website for applying and scholarships
Simplify application, FAFSA; make
process simpler and easier, especially
for scholarships
Colleges and big universities being open
for more low-class students and
providing more support
Fix funding disparities amongst districts,
and more support/info in lower
represented students
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

One-on-one meetings for planning and
applying to college
Culture building of college night where
youth and families will be; outside of
schools
Start college access education earlier
(like freshman year)
Alternative senior class project with college
access being focus
Increase funding to include extracurricular
class focusing on college and career
readiness, life skills needed as adults,
regardless of socio-economic status
More info for college access
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Primary Issues
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 8: COLLEGE ACCESS (Page 2 of 2)
Top Issue
Lack of resources to
educate students and
families of all socioeconomic statuses to
access and afford college
education

Top Solution
Federal funding to
incorporate a class focusing
on college and career
readiness, and life skills
needed as adults, regardless
of socio-economic status

I Will Statements
Continue to speak our voice and thoughts on social
issues because we are a part of the future generation of
our country

Exercise my civic duties & continue fighting & advocating
for the issues I believe in
Exercise my civic duty to advocate for better education &
vote on policies that will help this
Continue to ASK for help
Research on how to apply for college and
scholarships
Focus on learning about colleges and how to afford
college fees
Ask my teachers questions and research how to
apply for colleges
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Continue to find ways to help my education in order to
succeed in what I want to do in my future
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 9: COLLEGE ACCESS
Primary Issues
Cost (not affordable)
Transportation
Support family/lack of encouragement
Lack of effort
Low income
College is intimidating
Don’t believe college is an option
Undecided
No encouragement
College perception: business-focused,
costly
Lack of knowledge of what’s out there
Info is complicated, hard to figure out
Suggested Solutions
More one-on-one time with counselors to
gather
more info (like scholarships)
Make college more reasonably priced
More counselors per school
Pay teachers more

Suggested Solutions
S.E.P. – senior extra project (Empire HS)
Required: one-on-one meetings
College perception – connect desires
of student
to college’s strengths
Colleges need to be more up front
about cost,
programs, etc.
Testing to determine career interests
C.T.E. courses to help students find
focus
“Adulting” classes: career interviewing,
taxes, budgeting, voting, financial
literacy; be more intentional about
“adulting” classes (senior year)

Cost, due to lack of effort, belief, and
knowledge

Take personal responsibility for
college access

Top Solution

Advocate for knowledge and access
at our local schools with peers and
counselors

Required one-on-one
meetings with a counselor
throughout high school by
increasing number of
counselors and pay for
teachers
Life skills classes throughout
high school that build upon
the topics
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Create possibilities for the next
generations
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I Will Statements

Top Issue
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 10: COLLEGE ACCESS

Primary Issues
Cost (not affordable)
Career calling (lifetime, how far
– degree
Am I academically ready?
B.A. or M.A. degree – difference
in cost?
What money am I eligible for
(scholarships)?

Primary Issues
Adjust – no family
Scholarships; limit
of scholarships
Cost of dorms/student
housing
Recognition of
student needs
($35K at U. of A.)

Alternatives to university: Pima? Limited student
Certificate? Training?
resources
Correct/perfect school?
Fear of failure
Commitment to
school/program/degree
Mindset for college
In-state vs. out of state tuition
Time management: jobs,
parties, freedom, relationships
Student loans –debt, credit

Tuition – rate
changes

Suggested Solutions
A class in high school that
talks about routine
in college: time to work,
homework
Need more consistency with
teachers and classes
(no subs)
Take a college class (dual
enrollment); all
seniors need to take
A more effective senior year;
college courses;
relevant experiences
FAFSA & more state funding

Government imposed tuition
caps
Suggested Solutions
Students need to ask for help
– tutoring – transitions
Apply for more
Other options: Pima
scholarships
(community college),
Visit college – tour
alternative high schools
Put responsibility on
Figure out what really works
colleges to control costs for you
More encouragement
Individual
from school
mindset/determination to
finish; support for students

Create/develop a more
effective senior year

Top Issue
Am I academically ready?

Top Solution
A more effective senior year:
If college bound,
dual enrollment; non-college
bound, work shadow
experience

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Develop/propose an
alternative/replacement of
“SEP”
College classes (Dual
Enrollment)
Job shadowing/experience
(internship)
Propose to principle/vail
district/community.
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I Will Statements
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

Suggested Solutions

They don’t feel like they have a
safe place
(assumption)

Educate

Don’t lose yourself & don’t
lose everything you love

It’s normal that they don’t want
change
Anger issues; communication;
unfamiliar with your relationship
Lack of self-love, insecurities
Ownership – “right to abuse
them”
Male entitlement
Sex trafficking/trust can lead to
a different
place
Lack of communication
Being comfortable in unhealthy
circumstances
Being dependent

Knowing your worth/be
comfortable in your own
skin
Learn how to
communicate/think
before you speak
Redefine normal
Stand up for yourself –
don’t let abuse slide
Try to have a
conversation – “I
statements”
Take your own advice &
learn from yourself
Don’t put other people
before you (good/bad)
Don’t keep it inside
Secure yourself & know
yourself
Remind yourself of happy
memories

Bullying

Top Issue

Self-love is the most important part of
a healthy relationship

Top Solution

Educate the youth about
awareness/boundaries/communication
Be an example/outlet
Encourage others to have self-love and
boundaries
Know the importance of
boundaries/self-awareness
Focus on self-care/love; Encourage
healthy relationships
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Understand that everyone
is making mistakes
Early childhood classes
Education on healthy
relationships (sex)
Set boundaries beforehand
– make them clear
Communicate
Affirmation
More counselors
(male/female counselor)
Have a safe place
Balance/embrace
vulnerability
Respect / Confront
Stay away from
manipulative people
Make self-love a priority

I Will Statements
Educate the youth about
awareness/boundaries/communication
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TABLE 11: HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 12: HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions
Be okay with yourself first

Peer pressure

Communication

Identity issues

Change over time
Emotional dependence
Feeling stuck; family relationships
Going in blind

Find alternative communication
Let go of negativity
Knowing there is hope for you
Realizing your situation
Role model

Needing support
Listening to yourself
Analyzing situation
Hard to ask for help
Scared of letting go

Knowing self-worth/self happiness
Being there for one another
Talk to someone
Knowing your deserve better
Counselor
Okay to let go
Just cry
It’s okay to not be okay
Humble yourself
Write it down
Find a hobby

Emotional dependence: Depending
emotionally upon someone else
(family, friend, relationship); trying
to fill a void within yourself

Top Solution
Know your self-worth/self
happiness

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

I Will Statements
Be supportive not only for others
but ourselves as well
Hold ourselves to a certain
standard
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Top Issue
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 13: HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
Primary Issues

Finding happiness in someone else outside
of yourself
Compromising
Afraid of loneliness/dependency

Suggested Solutions
Know your worth before getting into a
relationship
Programs/classes for confidence
booting in all
schools (K-12)

Not knowing what a healthy relationship is

Define unhealthy vs healthy
relationships

Lack of confidence in yourself

Communication skills/style (don’t
assume)

Not enough role models
LGBTQ+/support, representation
Understanding relationships
(healthy and unhealthy)
Emotional manipulation
(friendships and romantic relationships)

Teamwork
Encouragement between each other
Respecting each person
Learn about each other’s backgrounds
(learn about each other)

Boundaries
Ups and downs
Peer pressure
Sex (friends with benefits) (satisfy
personally)
Comfort (someone to count on)

Lack of confidence in yourself/
lack of boundaries; manipulation

I Will Statements
Work with students daily

Top Solution

Programs/classes

Know your worth before getting into a
relationship; communication skills; respect

Hangout with the right people that
make you happy
Know & love yourself
Develop & examine own relationship
Communicate more
Work towards a healthy relationship

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Top Issue
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 14: HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
Primary Issues
Lack of communication and
understanding
Lack of trust

Suggested Solutions
Ability to know why/understand the
problem – i.e. what is unhealthy
Access to support (person, hotline, friend)
Understand situation; keep perspective

Lack of equality
Lack of friendship
Lack of honesty
Knowing boundaries/when to walk
Focus on negative & suspicious behaviors
Living in fear and self-doubt
Overprotective and controlling behavior
Not supporting other’s goals and opinions

Be open and talk in relationship
Don’t be afraid to ask for help
Set aside time/deliberate focus on issue –
agree to disagree
Be open about your feelings, listen, express
yourself
Be solution focused, listen, work on
common goal, it’s not always your way
Learn how to have an effective
conversation and listen
Learn how to manage anger/self-control
Maintain own identity outside relationship

Lack of communication and
understanding

Top Solution

Be open about your feelings, listen,
express yourself

I Will Statements
Know your worth
Support / strive for healthy and
balanced relationships
Be open
Seek help
Listen
Communicate
Avoid pointless dating
Self-control
Self-awareness

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Top Issue
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TABLE 15: HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
Primary Issues
Things relationships need: ground
rules, listening, openness, honesty –
trusting your partner, respect,
kindness, independence

Suggested Solutions
Getting help; talking it out

Coming out of unhealthy
relationships; looking back on what
you can take away

Self-awareness –are you surrounding
yourself with good people

Abusive relationships
School’s cultural responsiveness;
understanding students; modeling
relationships
Norms: not knowing
things are bad

Where do we find
support in schools?

Top Solution

Socio-emotional
learning
Programs for students to
talk
Teachers to learn
Being proactive rather
than reactive

Recognizing abusive and
toxic relationships
among students
Modeling healthy
relationships for students
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

I Will Statements
Be open to talking
about relationships and
initiate conversation
Bring in and take
advantage of outside
resources to get help
Follow through with
the commitments we make
for ourselves
Speak with community
leaders about finding ways to
implement socio-emotional
learning in school
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Where do we see
students struggling to
understand (un)healthy
relationships?

Need to be more
proactive; it shouldn’t be a consequence

Recognizing toxic relationships

Epidemic of violence

How do we show healthy
relationships in school?

Socio-emotional learning – starting in
the school: program to give students
resources for healthy relationships
(school is a teen’s life)

Modeling good behavior –
students are watching

Bottling up the bad

Top Issue

Cutting off toxic friendships;
finding true friends
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TABLE 16: INTERNET SAFETY
Primary Issues
Online predators; hiding a lot about their
identity

Suggested Solutions
Create awareness of reporting as a
resource: cybertipline.com

YouTube, etc. – social experiments

Educate kids more: not okay to give out
personal info, etc.

Kids giving away personal info
Apps show your location
Older people talking to kids in a weird way

Hold more public awareness assemblies;
educate on common sense internet
behavior

Amount of predatory activities

On social media, speak out: “That’s not
right/tolerable.”

Cyberbullying

Think before you post; do not send

Lack of internet common sense and lack
of thinking
Lack of public awareness

Top Issue

Top Solution

Online predators:
cyberbullying,
older adults,
pornography,
sexting, sextortion

Education/awareness:
personal information,
common sense,
reporting @
cybertipline.com,
do’s and don’ts

Lack of public
awareness;
common sense

I Will Statements
Increase awareness of online predators,
cyberbullying, sexting
Be more cautious online
Always be on the lookout and report
suspicious behaviors
Be more conscious of our own actions
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Not enough education, especially in high
schools
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TABLE 17: INTERNET SAFETY
Primary Issues
Cyberbullying; not
knowing consequences of bad behavior
Used to “out” people
Not knowing who is on other side of
conversation
Predators; you don’t know
their intentions
Social media – used not as intended,
but against each other
Actions made without realizing the
consequences of others
Not aware of the influence it has on us
– “gets in our head”
Negative effect on our discourse
Use of shock or abrasiveness to get
“likes” or responses
Social media designed to be addictive
Demands students take responsibility
for their own safety
Can lead to depression
Users seek validation

Monitoring conversations as much as
possible; old companies (social media
and other groups) accountable for what
happens on their sites
Parents monitor pre-teens activity
(amount used, sites visited, conversations)
Come together as groups to encourage
positivity
Have peers rather than adults talk to teens
and share their experiences and lessons
learned
Internet companies and government come
together to address issue on a large scale
Elected officials serve as models for
appropriate online behaviors
Public score for users based on their online
activity – like Uber score to help users
gauge their interactions

Monitoring conversations
and holding companies
(social media and
others) accountable for
what happens on their
sites;
government and
companies addressing
together on a large scale

Model kindness and
respectful communication
online and encourage
students to take responsibility
for their own safety online
Be more cautious of what I
say and do online
Be respectful towards others
Honor my beliefs creating a
safer place on the
internet
Try to inform younger
students about the dangers
of the internet

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

I Will Statements

Stay positive for the sake of
others and myself
I will talk to groups about
the dangers of the internet
and possible consequences
I will discuss internet safety
with my students
Be a model for others on
social media
Encourage positive
behavior
Speak Up, There are Real
Solutions
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I Will Statements

Not knowing consequences
of behaviors that
become cyberbullying

Top Solution

License to get on internet so can track
illegal activity – personal and business

Government give an ID to users to identify
users for inappropriate activity

Age limit

Top Issue

Suggested Solutions
More “clicks” or steps to post, giving more
time to think before sending
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Primary Issues

Mental disorders are most important
There isn’t enough help; not enough
resources and specialists
Some people don’t know how to react
to those with mental health issues
Stigmatization leads to isolation; some
with disorders are excluded at school
Need to build foundations to help self;
we need to define mental health
People don’t know a lot about mental
health; those who struggle are isolated
People are afraid to speak out
Some people are afraid to seek help,
find someone to trust; not enough
counselors; many can’t get too
personal; don’t learn positive coping
mechanisms
Some are afraid to talk about it
because they’ll be judged or teased.
Some coping mechanisms in school,
but not reinforced

Suggested Solutions
Emphasize mental illness isn’t bad and be
open to talking about it; some feel afraid to
discuss or perceive it’s wrong
Need more providers to fund mental health;
many need to reach out to families before it
becomes a desperate situation
Normalize” it and not making it scary
Talk to those who felt it/experienced it;
make them feel they aren’t alone
School assemblies/class about it
Create programs
Increase funding to hire more, get more
training for counselors and other specialists
Better/more curriculum that focuses on
personal
experiences
Talk about it and be more open; discuss
reasons
behind it
Co-dependent with talking about it with
peers and others is more readily available
than seeking specific teaching to cope
with it

Top Issue

I Will Statements

I Will Statements

Top Solution

Support individuals with
mental health issues & not
judge them

Destigmatize mental
health through conversations
in my community

Increase awareness about
mental health & provide
solutions to mental health
problems

Be an ally to help
people express their feelings &
start the conversation

Not enough mental
health help
Need funding to have more
mental health programs/
providers/specialists who
can destigmatize mental
illness; train to cope with
mental illness and normalize
it so individuals and families
are not isolated; these
initiatives would enable
people and communities to
talk about mental health

Help others talk & be more
open about mental health
issues

Create programs & school
activities in order to help those
in need

Normalize the issues so
people are comfortable to
talk about them

Inform & support professional
development for teachers
regarding mental health issues
through T.E.A.

Listen to people
who need help

Be a friend &
listener to those that struggle

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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TABLE 18: MENTAL HEALTH
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TABLE 19: MENTAL HEALTH
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

“Joke”

Peer to peer support; more counselors

Romanticized –attention seeker

Take more interest in mental health

Not talked about enough

More opportunities at school

Adults belittle what kids are going
through; adults are unapproachable

Counselors not helpful – no action

Cultural complications

Counselors see too focused on schedules,
not issues

Attribution – look at person’s behavior,
not circumstances

Teachers seem to be more approachable

Males are misunderstood and don’t feel
free to share emotions
Adults can’t relate

Need more immediate resources
Need to teach how to name “it” so kids can
better explain how they feel

Adults want to shove it under the rug

Issues are
disregarded – students left to feel guilty

Adults don’t seem to care

Teachers/admin need training to respond

Can’t put words to how they feel

Need more counselors/resources/using
social media

Toxic masculinity

Teachers/adults/parents
need more awareness and training

Adults: unapproachable;
can’t relate; want to
shove it under the rug; don’t
seem to care; uniformed;
belittle; young people
have different struggles that
adults don’t have

I Will Statements

Express feelings and issues to
adults I trust
Encourage friends/peers to find a
safe place
To be a safe place

Top Solution

Change the problem, not the world

Teachers/adults/counselors/
administrators: more
awareness and training; using
social media; more
immediate resources

Use social media as platform to
make a positive difference

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Top Issue
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TABLE 20: MENTAL HEALTH (Page 1 of 2)
Primary Issues

Primary Issues

Teen mental health affecting
academic success, future

Everyone is the star of their own movie

Barriers to receiving treatment;
difficulty finding
therapists/professional help
Stigma: people with mental health
problems are over-dramatic; shouldn’t
be ignored
Accused of “ranting” when you’re just
expressing how you’re feeling and
maybe just need to talk about it; just
because it’s negative doesn’t mean we
shouldn’t talk about it – we should
School: exposure to
stress and toxic people; people
overreact to you like you don’t
need help when you do
“Do your homework
and get over it” – hard to not be
stressed, because venting just gets
reaction of it not being as serious as it
is
People not knowing enough about
mental disorders; wrong info
Isolating yourself and not
communicating with people around
you
who are probably going through the
same thing

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Takes a while to receive treatment
Being a burden to others (barrier); not
knowing how important we really are
People don’t realize that people around
them may be in need
“They’re crazy or weird” stigma –
shouldn’t ignore/importance of kind
words, smiling
It's why a lot of people are homeless
School teachers don’t understand –
they assume you’re lazy or lying
Counselors don’t take things seriously
Lack of counselors and available
resources (trustworthy/reliable
people) in safe environment where
they feel heard
High school pressures/factors
thrown on you: good grades, being
pretty, driving, responsibility,
comparisons
to others, not understanding, pressure
from teachers, overwhelmed
People pretend to be okay; it’s okay to
not be okay; not talking, it’ll get worse
Everyone thinks they’re alone in what
they’re going through
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Stress: lose focus
– struggle with other aspects in life
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TABLE 20: MENTAL HEALTH (Page 2 of 2)
Suggested Solutions

Suggested Solutions

Suggested Solutions

Talking about it

Extend kindness to
others: can also
help you help
yourself with
realization there are
others going
through stuff

A platform where
students are around
people (in
class/amongst
peers) with similar
issues; being seen
and heard; show that
you’re not alone;
peace of mind

Counseling for
depression
Parents to listen –
support and
awareness of how
we’re feeling
Open to the idea of
actually talking
about it; open to
being vulnerable
It can lead to
disorder/illness

More options
available in school,
because root of
stress/issues are
because of school
More education on
mental health for
teens and generally

Something like AA
meetings for mental
health and awareness
– not shoving
positivity down your
throat

Top Issue

Top Solution

School and home life are primary
sources of stress, and there is a lack
of helpful resources within these
settings

More available resources and outlets
for communication within these
settings, such as more counselors,
group meetings with a platform to talk
with peers about mental health issues,
which leads to problem solving

I Will Statements
We will be the people that others can
go to for support & to feel like they
can go for support & to feel like they
are being heard.
We will also be aware &
communicate our own feelings
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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More groups/places
to go for help
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Primary Issues

Not being noticed enough, because
people keep it to themselves
Feeling stigmatized and not
comfortable enough to ask for help
Feeling pushed away; not being able
to fully accurately express feelings

Suggested Solutions

Learning to advocate for yourself
Being more attentive
Stop joking around about things people
are actually going through

Not taking it seriously; making jokes

Parents need to understand and
recognize that their child is telling the
truth

Not realizing that you are important
and what you’re going through is too

Normalize the struggles of mental health
issues, to make a safer environment

Being embarrassed; learning that it’s
okay

Give serious responses if someone
comes to you for help

Being hypercritical of yourself and
feeling like a burden when seeking
support

Give proper understandings/education
on mental illness

Fear that no one will believe you
People put too much pressure on
young people to meet unrealistic
standards

Don’t invalidate people’s experiences;
recognize that people have different
experiences
Normalize mental health through
educational courses

Lack of resources; where do you go to
get help besides a hotline?

Be politically active regarding mental
health issues

Access to mental health support

Teach people to advocate for
themselves/others to reduce stigma

Parents neglecting, disregarding their
children’s mental health
Some cultures don’t recognize mental
illness

Realize it’s okay that people are all
different
Mental health days/breaks from stress

Trend to be sad

Top Issue

Top Solution

I Will Statements

The stigma
surrounding mental
illness and the
lack of seriousness
regarding it leads to
an absence of
accessible resources

Normalizing mental
health through
educational
courses that teach
people to advocate
for themselves and
others to reduce
stigma

As a student, I will
advocate and support
for others and take
mental health seriously
by not joking about it in
order to develop
and maintain a safe
communitys

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Primary Issues

Stigma around mental health
(depression)
Being seen as ungrateful when youth
talk about it
Mental health has always existed – it’s
important to talk about it
Harder to come forward because it
seems like typical behavior from
teens
Missing the signs of those who are
actually depressed
Terminology is different in different
cultures; prevents communication
Self-care is considered selfish
Depression is seen as a joke
Putting yourself ahead of family is
considered selfish
Mental health is misinterpreted;
people don’t know
Struggle with kids and their coping
skills – overwhelmed and anxiety
Social media, music, and movies
impact youth’s self-image

Top Issue
Lack of transgenerational
education and
communication

Top Solution
Developing strategies
and taking action
institutionally,
personally, and in the
community

Suggested Solutions
Talk about it with others; discussion
about each other’s feelings; getting
input; similar issues
Asking if someone is okay is a good way
to talk about it
Finding your own time to think about it,
then talk about it
Trans-generational work talking to
families
Education: teaching kids how to put
themselves first – destigmatize all of it
Fixing generational differences; negative
approach = negative reaction,
positive approach =positive reaction
As a teacher, it’s not about you; don’t
take it personally; it’s about the student
Holding space and not being dismissive;
being present
Education:misinterpretation, generations,
social norms, parents, teachers, decision
makes
Communication – say
exactly what you’re feeling and why
Adults: be better
listeners, give advice, talk about how you
feel, listen
It’s important to write to your
representatives; not sugar coating

I Will Statements
Institutions/Community
Do my best to not only listen to the
youth but
work with them in the issues that
they care about
Provide mental health training
Create a program with FA that
addresses trans-generational
views on mental health
Support & mentor students by
being visible in the community
through supporting students in
AVID, Trio & Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Programs

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

I Will Statements
Personally
Communicate & be an
active listener
Be more open to myself
& others to create a
safe space
Properly communicate
& educate
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TABLE 22: MENTAL HEALTH
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TABLE 23: MENTAL HEALTH
Primary Issues

Too afraid of judgement
Afraid other aren’t going through the
same issues
Trust issues
Hard to be authentic, be yourself
Don’t want to worry/burden others
What is “normal?”
Teachers assigning too much work
Counselors are school counselors, not
therapists
Kids are overwhelmed with
extracurricular activities – not getting
enough sleep

Suggested Solutions
Take care of mental health like physical
health
Need professional help to not worry or
burden others
Be there for others; let them know they’re
not alone
Create sense of community; being nice,
having healthy relationships with others
Education on mental health: what are the
symptoms/signs? How can you help?
Teachers checking in with students
regularly
Not comparing
More community resources
Small group discussions
Teachers should empathize with students
and help
Resource (website) that keeps students
anonymous
Youth group

Top Issue

Top Solution

I Will Statements

Fear of judgement –
fear of reaching out
to others due to their
reaction/judgement

Incorporating
mental health
education into
existing curriculum
and proving oncampus
professional help
and resources

Be there for others

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Know what to look for (warning
signs)
Have time for ourselves (self-care)
Take care of ourselves first
Advocate for mental health
resources and services
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Health class to focus more on mental
health
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Primary Issues
How people feel
about themselves
Social media – want to be like them
Treat it seriously
Social media – hard
to talk face to face – more socially
awkward
Get into my own
head – worry about future – don’t
have role models – “have to be”
Freshman – only
three more years – social media –
pressure to feel perfect
Hard to reach out –
I’m my own worst enemy – close
myself off
Extreme stress –
beat myself down – negative
thoughts
Expense: costs
money to get help – caused suicide
Top Issue
Social media

Top Solution

Take a break from
social media – detox –
take time for self –
uninstall – turn it off
Actually talk to
people

I Will Statements
Just today talking to
strangers is helpful,
struggles we all have
– good to talk about it
– be careful – make
sure to establish trust
Give others space

Suggested Solutions
No one way to solve – can’t solve
everyone’s problems the same way
Need to talk about it
Less hate
Not completely
curable – take time for self – mental
health days – think about good things
How to treat others– spread positivity
When down days,
don’t take it out on others
More school spirit– people support
each other
YouTube: take a break setting helps
Music is an outlet– find your outlet – find
what helps you without self-medicating
Media detox – talk to others
Remove from situation
Rant to those you trust

I Will Statements
Help yourself before others,
so you can better
help others
Put self in other’s shoes,
how would I feel?
See other’s perspectives,
don’t judge
Chain reaction – help
spreads
Get away from drama –
don’t add to stress
Be honest if you’re not okay
Let people know if you just
don’t want to talk
about it
Scared of being judged –
take a chance
Communicate in person
instead of social media

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

I Will Statements
Open up in person, not on
social media; don’t
hide behind screen
Ways to calm down – figure it
out; use school
& social media
Talk to people – be careful with
what you say
How can you reach out, instead
of “are you
okay?”
When clearly not okay, “do you
need help?”
If someone wants to know
what’s wrong, don’t
push away
Never push someone to tell you
what’s wrong
Fake smile – you may not know
what’s really
going on
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TABLE 24: MENTAL HEALTH
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TABLE 25: EDUCATION
Primary Issues
Money doesn’t solve everything

Teachers and staff wanting to be
there
Safe environment
Teachers make or break their
teaching
All education should be equal – same
opportunities
Excel in what you want to excel in

Suggested Solutions
Backpack funding

More preparation on what you want to do
Different ways for students to show
they’ve mastered
Students to show their knowledge

Student opinions are important
Failure
Not going ahead of a topic to stay
and wait for
everyone
Testing shouldn’t be the way to see
how a school
runs
There is something a student can do
to get students the ability to have a
voice

Top Solution

I Will Statements

Teachers and staff
wanting to be there

None identified

None identified
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Top Issue

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Primary Issues

State doesn’t have
good education funding
Funding between inmates ($800 daily)
compared to students ($5 daily)
Turnover rates are terrible
Worrying about students being
prepared for work and real life
Does family have
money for college?

Suggested Solutions

Taxes; props; from Phoenix on roads
Moving prison dollars to education dollars
Legalizing marijuana for tax revenue for
education
Have stores in community
donate/designate money to schools
State giving more funding to schools;
increase teacher salaries and improve
staff working conditions
Monies for teaching supplies
Making school fun
Opportunities for high school students to
go to Pima Community College and
experience labs(automotive, etc.)
Better education overall
Cool support staff
Picture of supplier to teachers

Top Issue

Top Solution

I Will Statements

Funding solutions

Higher percentage
of our taxes going to
education

Help create more
opportunities for HS students
to come to PCC to tour labs &
meet faculty to learn about
college &
career options

Respect my teacher

Try to ask many questions as
possible
Hold those around me
accountable
Help out
Learn more about education
funding and share this info
with our students
Value my
education/opportunities

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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TABLE 27: SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Primary Issues
People do not understand negative
effect
Spreading quickly
There are ways that
can lead you to becoming an abuser
of substance; family and peer
pressure
Family problem avoidance with
substances
Criminalizing behavior, but need more
focus on source of cause for behavior

Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

Suggested Solutions

Talk to the person
taking the substance (trying to
hide/take away the pain)
You have to be stronger and fight
through it -it’s only going to
get bigger: cigs to cigars to vapes
Be mindful of what will help individuals;
not just substance abuse, other issues
around it can be addressed

Top Issue
Funding solutions

Top Solution
Identify the root cause/trigger/crisis
prompting the “quick fix” of substance
use/abuse, and deal with the fact that
it is short term, false, and filled with
unanticipated negative consequences
and side effects.

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Self-control; willpower to do what you
want to do
Realize no matter what you’re going
through, someone else has gone through
too; don’t have to resort to substance
abuse – it’s a fake solution, not really
solving anything
More opportunities for connection and
communication; community; something
of interest; connect with someone around
and somewhere to go
Develop opportunities for conversations;
skills and an openness for
communication with youth and
individuals to know where to start
Being honest there is no solution – it’s
hard to come by a solution; everyone has
their own reason
Just get rid of it

I Will Statements
To be a leader that my peers can talk to
without feeling pressured
I will help other people that are doing the
substance by talking to them about their
situation
As a student, I will help lookout for others who
need help but don’t know they need it
As a student, I will commit to being there for
anybody in need
Work on eliminating the problem at the
source; promote willpower and mental
fortitude rather than relying on substances;
help people individually
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Identify the root cause/trigger/crisis
prompting the “quick fix” of substance
use/abuse, and deal with the fact that
it is short term, false, and filled with
unanticipated negative consequences
and side effects
Stop selling vapes; talk to people
caught to help with what they are
going through

Do not realize or understand the
negative
ramifications/consequences
Long term effects physically and on
family as well as future
People using to control emotions
People don’t know where to look to
talk to other people
Don’t want to be judged
Missed opportunities
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TABLE 28: SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Primary Issues
How many people are
starting to use drugs at a young age
Crazy how young people are who are
doing it
It will affect them in the long run
Availability of the drugs, lack of
education on the topic; it’s money driven
Lack of education: need to find other
ways to cope with it
Really easy to access drugs

Suggested Solutions

Noticing the signs early on
Make more expensive
Make the consequences harder if
you get caught
Regulation, start from the top
Prevention
Make counselors and nutritionists
more accessible
Make drugs less accessible
Stronger consequences
Rehab instead of jail
Make it treated more like an illness
instead of a crime
Get kids out of homes where it is
accessible
Stricter background checks

Top Issue

I Will Statements

People are using social media
at a young age, and drug
dealers are mainly there

I will not do drugs

Top Solution

Help people try and find the resources they
need and identify when others and myself
need those; I will not do drugs

Accessibility to rehab

Try to not do drugs

I will maybe or maybe not do drugs
Not do drugs as much
I will not do drugs

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Rehab
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TABLE 29: SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

Most people are criminalized –
creates more issues

Talking about it in schools helps those
whose parents don’t talk about it

Drugs become a coping mechanism
because people are alone
People become antisocial

Make kids more aware of the effects of
drugs

Vaping and synthetic marijuana

Talking to people who can help you
choose who to be around

Use emotion to better explain the effect of
drug use

Hanging out with the wrong group –
peer pressure
Coming under the influence of others
Trying to be popular
Parents don’t teach their children the
results of substance abuse
People use drugs to get through
difficult times

Educate the parents as to what’s going on
Having someone who can encourage
young people to speak up and get help
Educate the young people about what
drugs are and their effects
Education that is realistic; addiction is a
sickness, not a criminal activity
Don’t just tell teenagers not to do drugs;
people will do what they’re told not to do

Psychological harm that drugs will
cause

Educate about after effects of drug use,
and how it affects relationships

I Will Statements

People use drugs as a coping
mechanism because they are
alone or going through
difficult times

Top Solution
Make young people more
aware of the effects of
drugs on the body and in
relationships

Educate others
about substances abuse – do’s and don’ts help
Help my fellow
students know that they don’t need drugs to cope
Help fellow students say NO!
Try to create a comfortable space for students
to speak out
Encourage students to seek help
Educate my peers on how to safely use drugs if they are
already using them and explain what can happen
Educate my friends about the effects
Educate people about substance abuse & the effects
Prevent others from becoming substance abusers
Communicate (youth & adults) about substance abuse

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 29: SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

Most people are criminalized –
creates more issues

Talking about it in schools helps those
whose parents don’t talk about it

Drugs become a coping mechanism
because people are alone
People become antisocial

Make kids more aware of the effects of
drugs

Vaping and synthetic marijuana

Talking to people who can help you
choose who to be around

Use emotion to better explain the effect of
drug use

Hanging out with the wrong group –
peer pressure
Coming under the influence of others
Trying to be popular
Parents don’t teach their children the
results of substance abuse
People use drugs to get through
difficult times

Educate the parents as to what’s going on
Having someone who can encourage
young people to speak up and get help
Educate the young people about what
drugs are and their effects
Education that is realistic; addiction is a
sickness, not a criminal activity
Don’t just tell teenagers not to do drugs;
people will do what they’re told not to do

Psychological harm that drugs will
cause

Educate about after effects of drug use,
and how it affects relationships

I Will Statements

People use drugs as a coping
mechanism because they are
alone or going through
difficult times

Top Solution
Make young people more
aware of the effects of
drugs on the body and in
relationships

Educate others
about substances abuse – do’s and don’ts help
Help my fellow
students know that they don’t need drugs to cope
Help fellow students say NO!
Try to create a comfortable space for students
to speak out
Encourage students to seek help
Educate my peers on how to safely use drugs if they are
already using them and explain what can happen
Educate my friends about the effects
Educate people about substance abuse & the effects
Prevent others from becoming substance abusers
Communicate (youth & adults) about substance abuse

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 30: SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Top Issue

Marketing; it’s cool/popular/socially
accepted; overdosing;
trauma/addiction

Top Solution
Access to mental health; rehabilitation
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Suggested Solutions
Talking about it in schools helps those
whose parents don’t talk about it
Talking to people who can help you choose
who to be around
Make kids more aware of the effects of
drugs
Use emotion to better explain the effect of
drug use
Educate the parents as to what’s going on
Having someone who can encourage
young people to speak up and get help
Educate the young people about what
drugs are and their effects
Education that is realistic; addiction is a
sickness, not a criminal activity
Don’t just tell teenagers not to do drugs;
people will do what they’re told not to do
Educate about after effects of drug use, and
how it affects relationships

I Will Statements
Seek help
Always say “NO”
Stay away from
harmful influences
Listen to others
Not cool for school

Be there for others
Be aware
Support family & friends
VOTE
Fix/Do not support
harmful marketing
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Primary Issues
It affects students’ behavior and grades;
it prevents them from being their best
Gives school a bad reputation
Drugs are a cool and trendy thing at
school
A lot of adults say they have done it in
the past & do regret it, but kids don’t
know
Companies are marketing to young
adults; they’re trying to get you for 20,
30, or 40 years
We’re still dealing with the opioid crisis
and overdoses
All marketing puts out there is the good
things
Substance abuse in total; it creates
more issues; everyone has their own
issues; families can lead to drugs
When depressed, people lean on drugs
to help themselves; they use marijuana
to make themselves feel good for a few
People use drugs to make them feel
better about themselves
We are learning how drugs impact
brain and body development of young
people
Communication around substance
abuse – hard to pinpoint main issue –
risk, benefits, disadvantages – getting
everyone on the same page
There’s no one thing; so many people
do substance abuse; people don’t think
it’s a bad idea; it’s hard to present
substance abuse in media; it’s cheesy;
in reality it’s your friend or
someone you trust
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 32: SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Suggested Solutions

Legal issues
Personal home issues (trauma)
Don’t know – not well known
Fear of people not relating
Some people don’t understand the issue
because they’ve always had support
systems (which means a
lack of knowledge and relating)
Adults don’t see valuable life
changes/experiences in kids, or they
don’t value it
Some kids are self-dependent & don’t
need it
The divide between being a kit & young
adult
There’s a lack of respect and positive
expectations
Parents can’t relate
Lack of respect for misunderstood
opinions; “it’s her cellphone”

Top Issue
Lack of communication, respect,
and knowledge/education
between teens and adults (ex.
teachers, parents, faculty)
Top Solution

Educate adults about ongoing
issues in teens’
lives, starting with more
personalized e-mails and letters
to parents about
their children
Provide useful information for
parents about red
flags in their behavior at school
in a positive light
Provide applicable, real-life
classes and
experiences for future (finances,
“adulting,” cooking, etc.)
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Adult preparation classes; home-ec or
adulting classes would be a great support
More guidance; less pressure
Non-profit organizations – Youth On Their
Own; homeless
Fundraising – get the word out
E-mails and letters to parents; they send
letters about teen suicide, but not “hey, you
should check on your kid.”
More community relations; better energy;
school spirit
Field trips that apply to adult life/living;
make it personal and applicable
“English (class) doesn’t apply to us” – to
meet a poet
“Physics does nothing for me” – go meet a
rocket scientist
Pick your own books– creates a sense of
self-dependence and raw original creative
ability
Teach us how to pay bills, build a resume
More career shadowing/internship
opportunities

I Will Statements
Write letters to my congressmen,
representatives, and council members
about concerning issues
Inform ourselves about the signs of
problems and if our peers have any
personal problems and support
them if they do
Look out for those in need of help and
support them to the best of our ability
As a community leader I will apply my
personal positivity and knowledge to
everybody I meet, if it is applicable to
those people #REDFORED
I will listen more than fix and be vocal
with my influence (CHS) about these
concerns
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 33: TEEN SUICIDE (Page 1 of 2)

Nobody to hear your
problems/thoughts
Too scared of what people will think of
you to express yourself
People being mean to each other,
rudeness
Family problems
Not wanting to speak up
People not asking what’s going
on/what’s wrong
Unaware
Hard to find resource that relates to you
– if suicidal but also worried about
school, might not have time
Conformity pressure
Adults don’t help us
Since 7th grade, culture has been don’t
go to adult, don’t snitch
Hard to talk to someone who is in
problem with you; need to talk to
someone out of it (an adult)

Suggested Solutions
It’s okay to ask for help; need to talk to
people
People need to build up other’s selfesteem
Need to communicate
Find someone like a teacher/counselor
Find someone who can relate to your
experience – group of teenagers that
have gone through some things
Place that is 100% confidential
Emotional support(person or place)

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Primary Issues
Loneliness

Feel parents don’t understand what
they’re going through
Don’t want to add to others’ problems
People expect you to always be okay –
feel like want to be okay even if you’re
not, then stressed about that
Know that resources are available, but
doesn’t feel like really available
If you talk to a teacher, they have rules
about what they have to report/do; feel
like you might end up in mental
institution
No more options; adults think there are
options, but aren’t actually options
Counselors in school, but can’t actually
tell them things
Can’t tell adults full story because of
laws/reporting, so have to keep
everything in
Suicide has been increasing, but we are
addressing in same old way; older
generation is fixed on something that
isn’t working
Stress around school drives a lot; need
to redesign

Suggested Solutions
Don’t be afraid to speak out; don’t be
afraid of what others will think
Need relatable person to talk to
(therapist); look at all your options
Counselor should check in with students
every week, but should also have
people who do specific programs (i.e.
suicide prevention) who can get
connected to & that can be confidential
Better understanding of teen suicide
Teens need a voice in developing
policies
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Primary Issues
Neglect by parents or friends, intentional
or not
Left alone
Need encouragement
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 33: TEEN SUICIDE (Page 2 of 2)

Suggested Solutions
Adults are creating policies but have no understanding of what’s actually going on
Compassion (for others, for strangers)
Should focus more on signs and less on listing causes
More kindness initiatives/programs; make it more consistent
Need to prevent
what’s going on behind scenes; just talking about it doesn’t fix it
Be more kind to each other; not letting people be called freaks
Be there for somebody; if someone needs help, help them
Problems are problems, no matter what; don’t neglect them
Fix connection between what adults think and what teens think

Top Issue

I Will Statements

Lack/afraid of communication
because of judgement,
confidentiality, reporting
laws/policies

Encourage people to
talk to someone if they have a problem

Not being taken seriously, leads
to feeling lonely

Top Solution
Teens making policies: can push
for 100% confidentiality; can start
kindness programs; teen
emotional support group;
teen-run social media page for
awareness; teen voices heard

Bring awareness and reach out
Let teens know that we are there for
them when they need us
Help teens struggling with suicidal
thoughts
Provide a place with 100% confidentiality
Become somebody’s
emotional support
Do our best to start kindness initiatives
Practice more kindness
Be more compassionate and listen to
people’s problems
Contribute to the preservation of
awareness for not only teen suicide but
other issues in youth
community

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
Primary Issues
Pressure and expectations; peer pressure;
trying to better yourself
Support systems and
unity – lacking for some who do not have
help at home
People are quick to judge/insult
Big disconnect between adults and kids
Pressure, added to things they don’t want;
lack of support systems
Many frustrations, pressures; “fake” world
Stigma behind suicide, disbelief – we are
too slow to accept the problem
Afraid to seek help, Hispanic community
Trying to be someone you’re not
Scared to talk
Lack of mental health education
Not taken seriously
Parent expectations
Schools focus on grades, college
Unable to truly express yourself
Cyberbullying

Suggested Solutions
Need more encouragement
We should bring people up
Listen; people need to be heard
Schools need to be more careful to help
Be very aware of surroundings, alert; people
to help
Speaking truthfully; seeing professional help
You are not alone
Everyone has value; make value about you,
not others
Communication is key, listening, address
early before it’s too late
Be proactive, provide resources, be open to
discussing
Counselors in schools, specifically for
mental health
Able to express yourself; it’s okay, it will get
better
Need multiple resources, open programs
Need people to go to; take seriously, help
along the way
Encouragement and
guidance; it only takes a smile

Top Issue

Top Solution

Peer pressure and expectations

Counselors in schools, specifically
for mental health

I Will Statements

I Will Statements

Show data that leaders have
supported the youth voice
Be an ear to hear the voices of the
broken
Continue to use resources to aid and
speak out on these issues
Brighten up someone’s day,
encourage
Try to help ID those in need
Communicate with staff more
Help other students
who need me
Be there for those who have issues
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Speak to counselors
about the need for focus on teen suicide
Talk to family and friends about causes
of suicide
Make sure people are aware of teen
suicide
Be an open person to people who need
to talk
Be open and available to all
Educate my school to gain access to
mental health
Advocate for mental
health counselors in schools
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 35: VIOLENCE
Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

Gun violence

Thorough background checks for buying
weapons

Domestic violence
Fighting

Parents show more love
Teach diffusion strategies

Gangs

Media stop glorifying violence

Bullying

Have respect for others

Insecurities

Stop filming/publishing fights

Cyberbullying

Know your surroundings
Communication

Top Issue
None listed

Top Solution
None listed

I Will Statements
Communicate with those in need
Help others in need
Be kind
Check in with loved ones
Stay positive
Be a resource
Do the right thing
Influence others to do good
Use social media in a positive way
Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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Be aware
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
Primary Issues

Primary Issues

Suggested Solutions

Suggested Solutions

Starts with your
family; how people are raised
Gun violence;
bullying without noticing; bullying at
school
Not treating people
how they’re supposed to be treated
Physical abuse and
or gangs are a product of our
environment
Issues within ourselves, bits and pieces
of everything
Fixing the foster care system
Making environment more safe for kids
Having more access to counselors;
transparency, and trust to be able to
communicate
Implementing school counselors at
small schools
To hold guardians more responsible;
point of contact; asking for help; all
ages
Repairing broken communities; building
a community
Teenagers could try & come to an
understanding
Teachers who will address the issue
before it gets out of hand

Top Issue
Individual choices

Top Solution
Raising awareness about
youth issues

Students have to deal with the feeling
of hopelessness almost 24/7
Relationships that evolve into
something more than it originally was,
hard to let go of connections
Individual choices
Foster care system;
safe living spaces; kids don’t have a
choice; group homes aren’t safe
Physical and mental abuse; people
(foster families) sometimes are just
looking for money
Having someone to trust
A group or activity people can go to
after school to express their feelings
Reinforce positivity as we keep growing
up
Informing the general youth of signs of
abuse, etc.
Being able to just vent
Telling others that teachers or
counselors actually want to help
Raising awareness
about gun control; kids shouldn’t have
too much access to guns
Teachers could be
trained on how to help kids
Being open to more people

I Will Statements

I Will Statements

Raise awareness about
youth issues and help one
another
Be more active in
my community
Not be a bystander
to violence
Be respectful and
help students if they have
an issue
Try to fix and raise more
awareness about the
foster care system

I will fix the
foster care system
Eliminate
normalization of violence
within communities
Focus on raising
awareness of how real
violence is within our
community and bring unity
in my community
I will continue to
influence my community
and spark conversation

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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DIALOGUE CIRCLES DOCUMENTATION
TABLE 37: YOUTH HOMELESSNESS
Not a lot of places where students feel
comfortable with talks
Less rules for
mandatory reporting
Unstable job; mental health issues; jail
time
Not enough support; make more
programs known
Support from others around them
Choices being made caused parents to
kick them out
Immigration
More parents of students not being able
to come from Mexico, so they have to
stay with relatives
Foster parents get the job just for the
money, not for the care of the child
Afraid of family separation
Abandonment for the use of drugs
Group homes – not a lot of care there
More youths rely on adults

Suggested Solutions

More attention on the subject
A place teens can go when they don’t feel
safe
Shelters specifically made for youths; limit
of people; small place to make a home
More info on where to get help; basic
needs, food, safe places
Need more options other than 9-1-1
Allowing young people (16/17) to enroll
themselves in programs; look out for their
younger siblings
Shelters that have rehab
Help parents be with kids
People that are committed to help
kid/family
More government funding
Medical care
Help from school teachers
More youth involvement
Group homes need more support
More info on sexual Abuse
Somewhere you can go to get basic
needs; more advertising of services
Churches with services
Shelters with more activities
Secular shelters/LGBTQ safe shelters
More government funding for services
that 16+ year-olds can access on own

I Will Statements

Top Issue
Not enough support

Top Solution
Need more info on where to
get help like basic needs,
food, and safe places

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue

Raise Awareness
Listen to my peers
Help with the problem & understand
Donate to YOTO & programs like it
Advocate for government funding
Speak up, share your story with teen
homelessness
BE PART OF THE SOLUTION
Bring it up at school
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ADDENDUM
20 schools and/or advisory councils participated.
260 Students
48 Community Leaders
32 Chaperones
41 Facilitators

AGGREGATE SCHOOL TOPIC SELECTIONS
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AGGREGATE SCHOOL TOPIC SELECTIONS

Center for Community Dialogue & Training
Our Family Services
www.ourfamilyservices.org/training
facebook.com/centerforcommunitydialogue
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